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 1- My missing wallet ………… by someone last week. 

         a. is found           b. was found      c. has found         d. have found 

 2- People aged 14-25 ……………at the moment.  

        a. is buying      b. were buying    c. has bought  are buying 

 3-  You can borrow this book tomorrow. I …………..by then. 

        a. have finished    b. finished      c. will have finished    d. was finishing   

 4- The prize …………Aya won last year was for Art. 

        a. where    b. who      c. whose    d. which  

 5-  The architect ………..designed the tower was called Ibn Baso. 

         a. which     b. who     c. when     d. whose  

 6- Petra  has a good ………………as a historical site. 

        a. reputation      b. disability   c. migraine     d. world wide web 

 6- People say that …………….is related to human existence. 

        a. create      b. creative    c. creation     d. creatively 

 7- Services ……………nearly 60% of Jordan's economy. 

        a. dominate    b. dominant     c. dominance   d. dominantly 

 8- This time next week, students will …………..for their final exams. 

        a. prepared      b. be preparing     c. preparing   d. have prepare 

 9- The ruins ………..by thousands of tourists every day. 

         a. was viewed     b. has viewed      c. is viewed      d. are viewed 

 10- Majid is too nervous to do a parachute jump. I think he will …………….at the last minute 

        a. play it by ear                                   b. have a head for figures 

        c. get cold feet                                    d. keep his chin up 

 11- There weren't any tickets left. Therefore, we couldn't go to the stadium. 

       The function of the underlined word "Therefore" is to  

           a. indicate opposition                       b. Metaphor 

           c. report information                        c. indicate consequence 

 12- Clouds are formations of ………..drops of water in the sky. 

           a. sponser     b. tiny     calculation      d. viable 

 13- When Salma was listening to music ……… her sister left the house. 

           a. ?       b. .       c. :       d. , 

 14- When students go on school trips, they always learn new things because the trips  

        are ……………… 

         a. educated      b. education    c. educational    d. educationally 

 15- Bank customers can …………their checking accounts through electronic systems. 

         a. accessibility      b. accessible    c. accessibly    d. access 

 16- Smartphones help people to watch films and to keep up-to-date with ………..media. 

          a. social     b. sotial      c. sosial        d. sociel 

 17- "Schools provide children with basic education." 

      Safwan said that ………………………………………………………. 

      a. schools provide children with basic education. 

      b. schools provided children with basic education. 

      c. schools provides children with basic education. 

      d. schools had provided children with basic education. 

18- It is bormal for my grand father now to have nothing to do all day. 

       My grandfather ………………………………………………………….. 

       a. is now used to have nothing to do all day.        b. is now use to having nothing to do all day. 

       c. is now used to having nothing to do all day.    d. is now use to have nothing to do all day. 
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 19- The Second World War ended in 1945 CE in Europe. 

       It was ……………………………………………………………… 

        a. in Europe where the Second World War ended in 1945 CE. 

        b. in Europe which the Second World War ended in 1945 CE.. 

        c. in Europe when the Second World War ended in 1945 CE. 

        d. in Europe who the Second World War ended in 1945 CE. 

 20- I was shocked when I heard the news. It came completely ……………………. 

       a. out of the blue      b. red-handed    c. white elephant     d. the green light 

 21- Petra was made a world hetitage Site in 1985 CE. 

        It was ……………………………………………………………………… 

      a. in 1985 CE when Petra was made a world Heritage Site. 

      b. 1985 CE when Petra was made a world Heritage Site. 

      c. in 1985 CE where Petra was made a world Heritage Site.  

 22- Ali ibn Nafi ’ established the first music school in the world. 

       Ali ibn Nafl' was ………………………………………………………….. 

      a. the person who established the first music school in the world.  

      b. the person who establishes the first music school in the world. 

      c. the person who establish the first music school in the world.   

 23- When you ……………, your blood pressure is raised. 

         a. are out of the blue              b. see red    

         c. get the green light              d. have a head for figures  

 24- Al-Kindi contributed to the invention of the oud. 

       The person ……………………………………………………………….. 

        a. who contribute to oud was Al-Kindi 

        b. who contributes to oud is Al-Kindi 

        c. who contributed to oud was Al-Kindi 

 25- You look tired. Why don't you take a break? The underlined collocation means: ….  

           a. begin         b. keep fit       c. study         d. relax  

 26- By working hard, you will ……………..of your boss. 

            a. make a mistake    b. earn the respect  c. ask questions    d. shake hands   

 27- The phrase which have the same meaning as “give your ideas to others” is ……… 

            a. share ideas     b. create a website   c. compare ideas   d. send photos 

 29- Despite the recent advances in technology, it is still unreliable and very  

        inconvenient. The fuction of the word "despite" is to indicate: …….. 

            a. consequence    b. continuation        c. recommendation     d. opposition 

 30- The rhetorical device in the sentence "The world will be at your fingers." Is used to  

        show: 

             a. personification    b. onomatopoeia   c. metaphor    d. simile 

 31- The Middle East is famous for the ……………. of olive oil. 

             a. production    b. productive     c. produce      d. productively 

 32. Ibn Sina wrote …………… textbooks.  

              a. medicine    b. medical       c. medically       d. medicate 

 33. My father bought our house with an ………… from his grandfather.  

              a. inheritable         b. inherited    c. inherit      d. inheritance 

 34. Scholars have discovered an ………………..document from the twelfth century.      

              a. origin          b. original      c. originate        d. originally 

 35. Do you think the wheel was the most important ………………… ever?  

              a. invention     b. invented     c. invent           d. inventive  

 36. Al-Kindi made many important mathematical ……………  
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          a. discover     b. discoverer     c. discoveries    d.discovered 

 37. Who was the most ------------------- writer of the twentieth century?  

          a. influence   b. influent        c. influential    d.influentially  

 38. The Giralda Tower was ------------------- a minaret.  

          a. origin       b. original        c. originally     d. originated 

 39. The ------------------- of oil made some countries rich.  
         a. discover    b. discovery     c. discoverer    d. discovered 

 40. Sheep’s wool, and goat and camel hair are used by Bedouin tribes to ---------- ---- rugs.             

         (produce – production - productive) 

 41. Many instruments that are still today in ------------ were designed by Arab scholars.  

              a. operational      b. operate      c. operation             d. operative 

 42. When do you ------------------- to receive your test results?  

              a. expect      b. expectedly   c. expectancy    d. expected 

 43. One of the most important things that we give children is a good ------------------- 

            a. educate    b. education      c. educational       d. educationally  

 44. If you work hard, I'm sure you will -------------------.  

            a. success     b. succeed         c. successful        d.  successfully ) 

 45. My father works for an ----------- that helps to protect the environment.  

            a. organize    b. organization    c. organised   d- organizational  

 46. We should always be ready to listen to good -------------------  

             a. advise       b. advice             c. advisable      d. advisably 

 47. Nuts contain useful ------------------- such as oils and fats. 

             a. nutritious    b. nutrition      c. nutrients     d. nutritiously 

48- How much sleep do teenagers of our age need ? 

a. Do you know how much sleep do teenagers of our age need ? 

a. Do you know how much sleep teenagers of our age needs ? 

a. Do you know how much sleep teenagers of our age need ? 

a. Do you know how much sleep teenagers of our age needed ? 

49- Is it possible to improve your memory ? 

a. Could you tell me if is it possible to improve your memory ? 

a. Could you tell me if it is possible to improve your memory ? 

a. Could you tell me it is possible to improve your memory ? 

a. Could you tell me if it possible to improve your memory ? 

50- Can you suggest a healthy breakfast ? 237 

a. Do you mind if you can suggest a healthy breakfast ? 

a. Do you mind you could suggest a healthy breakfast ? 

a. Do you mind suggesting a healthy breakfast ? 

a. Do you mind suggest a healthy breakfast ? 

51- Please help me to plan my revision. 

a. Do you mind help me to plan my revision ? 

a. Do you mind helping me to plan my revision ? 

a. Do you mind to help me to plan my revision ? 

a. Do you mind please help me to plan my revision ? 

52- Does the exam start at ten or half past ten ? 

a. Do you know whether the exam start at ten or half past ten ? 

a. Do you know whether the exam starting at ten or half past ten ? 

a. Do you know whether the exam starts at ten or half past ten ? 

a. Do you know whether the exam will start at ten or half past ten ? 

53- Speaking a foreign language, ------------- , improves the functionality of your brain. 
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              a. claim        b. is claim        c. is claimed       d. it is claimed  

54- People believe that learning a language can improve your decision-making skills. 

a. Learning a language is believed to can also improve your decision-making skills. 

b. Learning a language is believe to improve your decision-making skills. 

c. Learning a language is believed to improve your decision-making skills. 

d. Learning a language is believe to have improve your decision-making skills. 

55- People believe that solving puzzles keeps the brain active. 

a. Solving puzzles are believed to keep the brain active . 

b. Solving puzzles is believed to keeps the brain active . 

c. Solving puzzles is believed to keep the brain active . 

d. Solving puzzles are believed to have kept the brain active . 

56- Experts have proved that exercise is good for concentration. 

a. Exercise have proved to be good for concentration . 

b. Exercise has proved to be good for concentration . 

c. Exercise have been proved to be good for concentration . 

d. Exercise has been proved to be good for concentration . 

57- It is believed that eating almonds reduces the risk of heart disease . 

a. Eating almonds are believed to reduce the risk of heart disease . 

b. Eating almonds is believed to reduce the risk of heart disease . 

c. Eating almonds is believed to reduces the risk of heart disease . 

d. Eating almonds are believed to reduces the risk of heart disease . 

58- Doing regular exercise is believed to reduce the risk of several diseases. 

a. People believe that doing regular exercise reduce the risk of several disease . 

a. People believe that doing regular exercise reduces the risk of several disease . 

a. People believed that doing regular exercise reduces the risk of several disease . 

a. People have believed that doing regular exercise reduce the risk of several disease . 

59- They assumed that the last Olympic Games were a great success. 

a. It is assumed that the last Olympic Games were a great success. 

a. It was assumed that the last Olympic Games were a great success. 

a. It has been assumed that the last Olympic Games were a great success. 

a. It is assume that the last Olympic Games were a great success. 

60- People believe that the heavy rainfall caused the devastating of the dam. 

a. The heavy rainfall is believed to caused the devastating of the dam. 

a. The heavy rainfall is believed to cause the devastating of the dam. 

a. The heavy rainfall is believed to have caused the devastating of the dam. 

a. The heavy rainfall is believed to causes the devastating of the dam. 

61- Ali didn't pass his exams. If only he ----------------------- harder last year. 

         a. study      b. studied          c. had studied      d. have studied ) 

62- Our flat is very small. If only we ---------------------- in a big house. 

             a. live     b. has lived       c. lived                d.have lived ) 

63- Jaber isn’t old enough to drive a car. He wishes he -------------------------- older. 

              a. is        b. were             c. will be              d. weren’t  

64- I regret living abroad for a long time. I wish I -------------- abrpad for a long time.. 

                a. had lived      b. didn't live     c. hadn't lived    d. don't live 

65- Our team didn’t play very well yesterday. If only they ------------------ better. 

                 a. played        b. play        c. had played   d. hadn’t played ) 

67- Nader should have been more careful with his essay.  

      Nader wishes he -------------------------- 

          a. has been more careful with his essay.     b. have been more careful with his essay. 
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          c. had been more careful with his essay.     d. should be more careful with his essay. 

68- Ziad is not very good at basketball. He wishes he --------- taller! 

              a. is           b. were             c. has been          d. will be  

69- I can’t do this exercise. I wish I --------------- it. 

               a. understood    b. understand        c. understanding    d. understands ) 

70- Mr Haddad does not understand the Chinese businessman. If only he ------------  

      Chinese. 

                a. speak       b. spoke        c.    had spoken         d. speaks  

71- I didn't wake up early and I missed my bus. I wish I --------------- early. 

 

  72- Study the following text carefull and then answer the questions that follow. 

Many students have rooms in halls of residence, especially in their first year; others rent flats or 

houses. A lucky minority live in property that their parents have bought for them. Most of them 

need to learn to cook, do their own washing and manage their time and money. 

       a. Find an expression in the text which means "not many, the opposite of majority" ……...  

           a. flats               b. houses          c. halls of residence              d. property  

       b. The lucky students are those who live in……………. 

             a. rooms           b. property bought for them    c. flats         d. houses 

       c. The underlined word "them" refers to ……              (parents, lucky students, houses) 

 73- People believe that the heavy rainfall caused the dmamge of the dam. 

      a.  The heavy rainfall is believed to have caused the dmamge of the dam. 

      b.  The heavy rainfall is believed to caused the dmamge of the dam.  

      c.  The heavy rainfall is believed to be caused the dmamge of the dam.  

 * Read the following text carefully ans then answer the uestions that follow. 

      Jordan has more free trade agreements than any other Arab country, and it rades freely with  

      many countries, including the USA, Canada and Malaysia. Which other areas are important for  

      Jordan’s trade? Jordan first signed a trade agreement with the EU in 1997 CE. It signed a free  

      trade agreement with Egypt, Morocco and Tunisia in 2004 CE. In 2011 CE, another trade  

      agreement was made with the EU, Egypt, Morocco and Tunisia. Trade with the  EU and North  

      Africa in particular is likely to grow. 

  74. Trade is with the  EU and North Africa in particular likely to grow because …… 

           - Jordan has signed trade agreements with both areas. 

           - Jordan has more trade agreements than any other Arab country. 

           - Jordan trade freely with many countries. 

   75. The underlined word "it" refers to …………..    

            a. trade             b. Arab country                c. Jordan           d. Canda 

   76. Jordan's first trade agreement was in…………..  

            a. 2011 CE     b. 2004 CE      c. 1997 CE     d. 2012 CE 

  * Read the following text carefully ans then answer the uestions that follow. 

Jordan does not have large oil or gas reserves. For that reason, Jordan has to import oil and gas 

for its energy needs.Its other main imports are cars, medicines and wheat. In 2013 CE, 23.6% of 

Jordan’s imports were from Saudi Arabia. 

 77. Why does Jordan import a lot of oil and gas? 

        a- Jordan does not have large oil and gas reserve     

        b. Jordan's other main imports are cars, medicines and wheat. 

        c. Jordan's other main imports come from China 

  78. Saudi Arabia provided Jordan with ……of its imports.  

                   a. half       b. three quarters c. a quarter    d. more than a half 
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 79- Hatem has never scored so high in the test as he did in this test. 

       This is the………………….score he has received in a test.          

                   a. much as    b. less     c. the more     d.highest) 

 80- When I meet my teachers, I usually …………..hads with them. 

           a. shake         b. cause  c. make         d. join  

  81- I used to eat much junk food, but now I have a much healthier ………… 

                   a. deit     b. diat     c. diet       d. dait) 

  82- People used to think that the Earth was flat 

         a. It used to be thought the Earth is flat             b. It use to be thought that the Earth were flat 

         c. It used to be think that the Earth was flat      d. It used to think that the Earth be flat 

  83- Congratulation on a very …………….business deal. 

               a. success     b. successful ly     c. successful    d. succeed 

  84- Jordanian children are well- …………….against different types of diseases.     
              a. immunised  b. immune     c. immunise    d. immunity 

  85- Studio schools are pioneering schools which receive funding as well as support from     

         private businesses, and which seek to encourage young people to undertake a less    

         conventional form of secondary education.These schools often specialise in one specific area 

  86. Find a word in the text which means "introducing new and better methods or ideas for the   

        first time."                     

               a. pioneering    b. funding, available, qulalification) 

   87. Private businesses provides Studio schools with ……………. 

                   a. encouragement    b. suport and funding   c. conventional education 

   88- If you send money to charity……..you will make a difference to a lot of lives. 

       The correct punctuation mark is ……   

           a. ?            b.   ,      c.   .     d. ! 

  89- They had that bad accidents because they were careless.  If only they ……more careful. 

           a. was               b. are        c. have been     d. had been) 

 90- Aya is  …….well-qualified and had a lot of experience.  

             a. academy  b. academical    c. academically    d. academise  

 91. people believe that English is the most widely spoken language. 

a. English is believed to be the most widely have spoken language. 

b. English is believed to be the most widely spoke language. 

c. English is believed to be the most widely speaks language. 

d. English is believed to be the most widely spoken language. 

 92- The local economy is completely …………on oil and gas extraction. 

               a. depend       b. dependent      c. dependence    d. dependently 

 93- The company is pleased with your work and happy to give you a …………. 

           a. recommendation    b. recommended           c. recommended    d. recommending) 

  94- Solving puzzles is believed ………….the brain active.  

           a. was keeping    b. keeps       c. to keep     d. kept 

  95- It is not good for you to ……….offence or to upset people. 

                a. shake     b. make       c. do          d. cause     Prepared by:Adnan Al Sukhni 
  96- The heavy rainfal made the journey unpleasant. 

a. The thing which made the journey unpleasant is the heavyrainfall. 

b. The thing when made the journey unpleasant was the heavy rainfall. 

c. The thing that made the journey unpleasant was the heavy rainfall. 

d. the thing that made the journey unpleasant is the heavy rainfall.              
  97-  I don't ……….when people are speaking loudly.  

           a. concentrate       b. concentration   c. concentrated   d.  
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  98- It is normal for my brother now to send emails to his friends. 

a. My brother is now used to sending emails to his friends. 

b. My brother is now use to sending emails to his friends. 

c. My brother is now used to send emails to his friends. 

         d. My brother now used to sending emails to his friends. 

 99-  In two years' time, Forat will ………at Yarmouk University.  

                 a. be study    b. be studying     c. studying    d. have study 

   * Read the following text carefully. 

        In some countries, tablet computers are available for students to use in class. Therefore,    

        students can use the tablets to do tasks such as showing photographs, researching information,   

        recording interviews and creating diagrams. Tablets are ideal for pair and group work. 

  100. Quote the sentence which means that tablets are good for group work. 

         a.  Tablet computers are available for students to use in class. 

         b. Tablets are ideal for pair and group work. 

         c. Students can use the tablets to do tasks 

 101- In order for the sstudents to carry out tasks in the class, they need ……….. 

        a. tablets      b. information    c. photographs    d. interviews 

    * Read the following text and then answer the questions. 

       Everyone knows that the Internet connects people, but now it does more than that – it connects     

       objects, too. These days, computers often communicate with each other; for example, your TV   

        automatically downloads your favourite TV show, or your ‘sat nav’ system tells you where you   

        are. This is known as the ‘Internet of Things’, and there’s a lot more to come.  

   102. Choose the best answer from those given below.      

        a. The internet connects only people. 

        b. The internet connects only objects. 

        c. The internet connects people and objects. 

 103- Find a word in the text which means the same as "speak to" 

        a. connect      b. communicate    c. downloads     d. tells 

     * Read the folowing text carefully and then answer the questions that follow. 

Many people are excited about the ‘Internet of Things’. For them, a dream is coming true. They  

say that our lives will be easier and more comfortable. However, others are not so sure. They 

want to keep control of their own lives and their own things. In addition, they wonder what would 

happen if criminals managed to access their passwords and security settings. The dream could 

easily become a nightmare! 

  104. The underlined word "others" refer to ……..  

              a. many people b. dreams      c. lives               d. things 

  105. Some people are not so excited about the internet of things because.. 

              a. They say that their lives will be easier and more comfortable   

              b. They want to keep their own lives. 

              c. They want to keep control of thelives and things. 

  106- My grandfather has ……………in his fingers, so he sometimes finds it difficult to write. 

                a. homoeopathy            b. acupunture           c. arthritis    d.  migraines 

  107- Headaches and colds are common ……………, especially in winter. 

              a. conditions    b. drugs       c. medicines    d. ailments 

  108- I think television …………….be better than it is now.  

               (use to, is used to, used to, was used to) 

 

  109- Some people suffer from …………which is a bad headache.  

             a. migreine    b. megraine     c. migriene     d. megraine  
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   * Read the following text carefully. 
      At a surgery in London, 70 per cent of patients who were offered the choice  between a herbal or a  

      conventional medicine for common complaints such as insomnia, arthritis and migraines chose the  

      herbal remedy. Fifty per cent of patients then said that the treatment helped. One doctor said, "I  

      now consider homoeopathy to be a viable option for many different conditions, including    

      anxiety, depression and certain allergies. It provides another option when conventional medicine  

      does not address the problem adequately." 

   However, complementary medicine cannot be used for all medical treatments. It can never 

substitute for immunisations as it will not produce the antibodies needed to protect against 

childhood diseases. It also cannot be used to protect against malaria. 

  110. Complementary treatment is used when  

       a. conventional medicine addresses the problwm adequately. 

       b. immunisation produces antibodies. 

       c. homoeopathy addresses the problem adequately. 

       d. the conventional treat cannot solve the problem.  

102- An example of common complaints from which patients suffer is …… 

             a. malaria     b. arthritis      c. allergies     d.    a + c  

103- The type of medicine that helped 50% of the patients was …… 

            a. homoeopathy    b. herbal      c. depression      d. conventioanl. 

104- The word "It" refers to …… 

            a. complementary mmedicine        b. conventional medicine 

            c. antibodies                                   d. medical treatment. 

105- Ahmed hopes that his friends ………..him about the lessons he has missed. 

            a.  will tell     b. had told   c.  going to    d. might tell  

        * Study the following text carefully and then answer the questions that follow. 

          Dennis Sorensen, a 39-year-old from Denmark, was the fi rst person to try out the new  

          invention. After losing his left hand in an accident, he had been using a standard prosthetic  

          hand for nine years. The newhand, which was developed by Swiss and Italian scientists, was a  

          huge improvement. 

   106- Dennis Sorensen needed a prosthetic hand because ….. 

            a. he wants to get it developed                               b. he lost his hand. 

            c. he wanted to wear it for nine years                    d. he wanted to develop it. 

 107- By the end of this decade, doctors …………discovered how to cure flu and colds.  

                  a. had      b. will              c. has        d. will have  

 108- Reema intends …..….History at university next year. 

                  a. to study         b. to studying   c. studying      d. study 

 109- The person who starts something new, such as an organisation or a city is a …………. 

               a. founder         b. polymath       c. philosopher        d. chemist 

 110- Choose the correct answer: 

a. It was 11 p.m when I stopped working.         b. It was at 11 p.m when I stopped working. 

c. It was at 11 p.m where I stopped working.    d. It was 11 p.m which I stopped working. 

 111-  Choose the correct answer: 

a. The year when Petra was made a World Heritage Site was 1985 CE. 

b. The year when Petra was made a World Heritage Site is in 1985 CE. 

c. The year when Petra is made a World Heritage Site was 1985 CE. 

d. The year when Petra is made a World Heritage Site is 1985 CE. 

 

 

112- Ibn Sina …………is also known as Avicenna was a polymath.    
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                a. whose     b. when      c, which       d, who 

 113- Scholars have discovered an …………..document from the twelfth century.  

               a. origin            b. original       c. originally              d. originate 

 114- Ahmed's friends ………….were worried about his health advised him to relax. 

          (who, whose, which, when) 

 115- In hot countries, solar ……….is an important source of energy.  

          (waste, farms, benefit, power) 

 - Read the following text carefully and then answer the questions that follow. 

  Many people are excited about the ‘Internet of Things’. For them, a dream is coming true.    

  They say that our lives will be easier and more comfortable. However, others are not so sure.  

  They want to keep control of their own lives and their own things. In addition, they wonder  

  what would happen if criminals managed to access their passwords and security settings. The  

  dream could easily become a nightmare! 

   116. According to the text, why are some people worried about the future? 

        a. For them, a dream is coming true 

        b. They say that our lives will be easier and more comfortable. 

        c. They want to keep control of their own lives and their own things 

        d. The underlined word "others" refers to ……………….  (lives, things, people, dream) 
 

 117- Read the following text carefully and then answer the questions that follow. 

In just a few years’ time, experts say that  billions of machines will be connected to each other 

and to the Internet. As a consequence, computers will increasingly run our lives for us. For 

example, your fridge will know when you need more milk and add it to your online shopping list; 

your windows will close if it is likely to rain; your watch will record your heart rate and email 

your doctor; and your sofa will tell you when you need to stand up and get some exercise! 

        a- Are the following statements True or False? 

- The Iternet of Things keeps us fit by telling us how much milk therer is in the fridge.  

                             (True  /  False) 

- it is not necessary for the machines to be connected to the internet.   

                              (True    /    False) 

- The computers connected to the internet won't be responsible for our lives.   

                               (True   /   Fals)             

 118- I think television ……………………better than it is now. 

          a. is used to be       b. used to be     c. is use to be      d. was use to be 

 119- My grandfather has  ………in his fingers, so he sometimes finds it diffi cult to write. 

          a.  arthritis               b. arthretis     c. arthrites      d. arthretes 

 120- I don't really believe that story- I am very ………….  

            a. scepticim       b. sceptical     c. sceptically      

 122 The cheapest thing on the menu is orange juice.  

       a. The least expensive thing on the menu is orange juice. 

b. The most expensive thing on the menu is orange juice. 

c. The less expensive thing on the menu is orange juice. 

d. The more expensive thing on the menu is orange juice. 

 123. Neither Maths nor Science are as popular as English. 

a. English is least popular than Maths and Science. 

b. English is the most popular than Maths and Science.  

c. English is more popular than Maths and Science. 

d. English is less popular than Maths than Science. 

 

 124. Jordanian children start school a year later than English children.  
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 a. start school a year earlier than Jordanian children.a. English children 

b. English children don’t start school a year earlier than Jordanian children. 

c. English children start school a year later than Jordanian children. 

d. Jordanian children start school a year earlier than English children. 

 125. Does the exam start at ten or half past ten ? 

a. Do you know whether the exam start at ten or half past ten ? 

b. Do you know whether the exam starting at ten or half past ten ?  

c. Do you know whether the exam starts at ten or half past ten ? 

d. Do you know whether the exam started at ten or half past ten ? 

 126. They want to interview as ---------------- candidates as possible for the new position. 

     a. many      b. the most    c. more     d. much 

 127. I am not interested in football as --------------- as you. 

            a. less              b. much           c. more       d. many 

 128. Brilliant students always …….their teachers' attention with their remarkable answers. 

           a. attend          b. get         c. take          d. catch               

 129- The deadline is tomorrow, and you haven't done everything yet. You really must … . 

           a. do exercise      b. draw up a timetable   c. make a start   d. take a break 

 130. My ittle brother ………….most of his time playing video games.   

             a. catch     b. spend      c. make     d. attend 

 131. Petra has a ……………as a fascinating place to visit.    

                a. reputation      b. reputable     c. reputably          d. repute 

 132. Doctors look at the signs of illness before they decide how to treat the patient.  This means   

        that they look at the …………..     

               a. pills     b. medical trials    c. symptoms       d. ailments 

 

 إخسا هرا انعًم نًساعدة األحبت طهبت انثانويت انعايتسصا يني عهى أٌ تعى انفائدة نهجًيع، عًهت عهى ح

ا نتعاونكىس  شك  

كاٌ هناك خطأأذا   

انتكسو بإزسال زسانت عهى انبسيد االنكتسوني ازجو   

manatherah@gmail.com 
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